Work Related Road Safety

In 2005/6 822 people were killed as a result of an at work road traffic collision, many more were injured. It is estimated that the total cost to companies arising from an “at work” road traffic collision to be in the region of £2.7 billion p.a. These costs include the repair, insurance excess, off road costs, replacement vehicle, claim administration, personal costs and the loss to the business of an employee’s skills and experience (short/long term or permanent).

Since March 2003 there has been an ever increasing focus of attention on work related road safety by the authorities. In the event of there being an investigation following a serious incident the authorities will expect a full and detailed risk assessment. Policy and Arrangements (Manual) is also required based on the identified risks, presentations of the Policy and Arrangements to all employees including managers and that the activities of drivers are being monitored.

Our Services

For all Audit services we commence by reviewing the Work Related Road Safety management systems that the client currently has in place. The systems reviewed include those used for other business activities which may save the client time and money by a simple realignment in order to address the Work Related Road Safety requirements. The systems review also reveals any gaps that a company may have which is important when we come to providing the tailored policy and arrangements documents. We also interview a cross section of drivers from the risk groups identified during the initial discussions with one of our account managers. This involves a range of questions relating to the individuals work and driving activities. The interviews are conducted in the strictest confidence to protect the identity of the individual which promotes trust and full disclosure of material information. From the data fleetrisk24 create a risk assessment document with a prioritised action listing.

Fleetrisk24 will develop, in conjunction with the client, policy and arrangements addressing the identified risks.

Fleetrisk24 can also help with driver presentations as well as courses for managers who control drivers.

Fleetrisk24 have developed the Fleet Risk Management system to deal with the monitoring of Work Related Road Safety on an ongoing basis if required.

For further information please call 01732 864 999